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Background and History:

• Eventually there were 11 in Rome
• Responsible for carrying fresh water supply out
of the mountains into city
• Highly influenced by Vitruvius in Chapter 8 of
his work De Architectura or “about
architecture”
• discusses water, where to find it, and
how to transport it safely
• Made of: masonry trenches, terracotta pipes,
and lead pipes

(Biers, 315).

Cloaca Maxima:
• Name of Rome’s sewer system

• Baths and their associated engineering
flourished 100BC-300AD (Ancient.eu).

• Created in Rome in 312 BC (Scientific Journal, 25).

• Roman baths began to morph from large pools
of water to smaller, or even individual, pools

Vaulted Ceilings:

• Roman baths incorporated several different
types of architecture and engineering into one
space and activity

• Would create emphasis on leisure in Roman
lifestyle and challenge gender and social
norms for women
Aqueducts:

Changes of Baths Over Time:

• Carried out both waste and other liquids,
such as the bath water, and washed it
away from the city center

http://www.
sgira.org/h
m/archrevg.
htm

• Often dumped into the Tiber,
which created sanitary hazards
despite their effort (Koloski-Ostrow,
62).

• Flourished in Rome following mastery of the
arch
• Vaulted or dome ceilings most common in the
largest pool/bathing area in a bath house
• Added coffers, or recessed panels into the
ceilings to reduce weight and add flare to design
(Sgira).

Hypocaust:
• Made Roman baths one-of-a-kind

Parts of Baths:
(Cartwright).

•
•
•
•

apodyterium – changing rooms
palaestrae – exercise rooms
notatio – outside swimming pool
laconica & sudatoria – dry and wet sauna
rooms
• tepidarium – room with warm bathing pool
• calidarium – room with hot bathing pools
(heated directly by hypocaust)
• frigidarium – cool water room, often the
largest pool and space in the bathhouse

• Fire fueled heating system used to warm the water
of the baths for patrons
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• Bath house buildings eventually made bigger
•

side for men and side for women (Ward

131).

Social Implications:
• Originally bath houses were only accessible to
men
• As designs for baths changed, it was noted a
second entrance, most likely for women was
added to bath houses
• Many men did not approve of such behavior
in women
• Pliny the elder: women in bath houses
were of “‘lower moral character’” (Ward
135).

• In reality many reputable women used bath
houses in ancient Rome (Ward 131).
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• Hot air streamed though the pipes to warm the
space and the water (Biers, 310).

https://archive.archaeology.org/1203/features/ho
w_a_roman_aqueduct_works.html

• More sanitary
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• Terracotta pipes ran behind and underneath the
bath’s walls and floors

• Fire proof materials such as metal, terracotta and
marble essential for building baths and streaming
very hot air (Scientific Journal, 26).

• Helped combat any water shortages
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